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DISCLAIMER

MS-DOS and MS-Windows are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in
the United States and/or other countries.
PC/AT and PC DOS are trademarks of IBM Corp.

The related documents in this publication may include preliminary versions. However, preliminary
versions are not marked as such.

The export of this product from Japan is regulated by the Japanese government. To export this product
may be prohibited without governmental license, the need for which must be judged by the customer.
The export or re-export of this product from a country other than Japan may also be prohibited without a
license from that country. Please call an NEC sales representative.

The information in this document is current as of 17.07.2002. The information is subject to change
without notice. For actual design-in, refer to the latest publications of NEC’s data sheets or data books,
etc., for the most up-to-date specifications of NEC semiconductor products. Not all products and/or types
are available in every country. Please check with an NEC sales representative for availability and
additional information. No part of this document may be copied or reproduced in any form or by any
means without prior written consent of NEC. NEC assumes no responsibility for any errors that may
appear in this document.  NEC does not assume any liability for infringement of patents, copyrights or
other intellectual property rights of third parties by or arising from the use of NEC semiconductor
products listed in this document or any other liability arising from the use of such products. No license,
express, implied or otherwise, is granted under any patents, copyrights or other intellectual property
rights of NEC or others. Descriptions of circuits, software and other related information in this document
are provided for illustrative purposes in semiconductor product operation and application examples. The
incorporation of these circuits, software and information in the design of customer’s equipment shall be
done under the full responsibility of customer. NEC assumes no responsibility for any losses incurred by
customers or third parties arising from the use of these circuits, software and information. While NEC
endeavours to enhance the quality, reliability and safety of NEC semiconductor products, customers
agree and acknowledge that the possibility of defects thereof cannot be eliminated entirely. To minimize
risks of damage to property or injury (including death) to persons arising from defects in NEC
semiconductor products, customers must incorporate sufficient safety measures in their design, such as
redundancy, fire-containment and anti-failure features. NEC semiconductor products are classified into
the following three quality grades:
“Standard”, “Special” and “Specific”. The “Specific” quality grade applies only to semiconductor products
developed based on a customer-designated “quality assurance program” for a specific application. The
recommended applications of a semiconductor product depend on its quality grade, as indicated below.
Customers must check the quality grade of each semiconductor product before using it in a particular
application.
"Standard": Computers, office equipment, communications equipment, test and measurement

equipment, audio and visual equipment, home electronic appliances, machine tools,
personal electronic equipment and industrial robots.

"Special": Transportation equipment (automobiles, trains, ships, etc.), traffic control systems, anti-
disaster systems, anti-crime systems, safety equipment and medical equipment (not
specifically designed for life support).

"Specific": Aircrafts, aerospace equipment, submersible repeaters, nuclear reactor control systems, life
support systems or medical equipment for life support, etc.

The quality grade of NEC semiconductor products is “Standard“ unless otherwise expressly specified in
NEC's data sheets or data books, etc.
If customers wish to use NEC semiconductor products in applications not intended by NEC, they must
contact an NEC sales representative in advance to determine NEC's willingness to support a given
application.

Notes: (1) “NEC” as used in this statement means NEC Corporation and also includes its majority-
owned subsidiaries.
(2) “NEC semiconductor products” means any semiconductor product developed or
manufactured by or for NEC (as defined above).
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(A) Table of Operating Precautions

IE-703089-MC-EM1

Rev. V1.00 V1.10 V1.11 V1.22 V1.23No. Outline

Control
Code

A B C D E

1 4.2 V target supply voltage restriction
(Direction for use) ✗ � � � �

2 Emulation probe connection
(Direction for use) ✗ � � � �

3 Reading registers of CSI5 / CSI6
(Direction for use) ✗ ✗ � � �

4 Timer 6 clock selection
(Direction for use) ✗ ✗ � � �

5 Port 00 I/O
(Direction for use) ✗ ✗ ✗ � �

6 Access to external expansion area
(Direction for use) ✗ ✗ ✗ � �

7 FCAN: Message search
(Specification change notice) ✗ ✗ ✗ � �

8 Addition to IIC bus function
(Specification change notice) � � � ✗ ✗

9 Addition to watch timer function
(Specification change notice) � � � ✗ ✗

10 Emulation of ROM correction
(Specification change notice) ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

11 Emulation during OST after Reset
(Specification change notice) ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

12 Interrupts in IDLE / STOP mode
(Direction for use) ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ �

13 Hi-Z output of clockout pin
(Specification change notice) ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

14 FCAN: Time Stamp
(Specification change notice) � � � ✗ ✗

15 FCAN Main Clock Select
(Direction for use) ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

16 Voltage supply
(Direction for use) ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

17 I/O Chip Sockets ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ �

18 External Bus Interface ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

� : Not applicable
✗ : applicable
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(B) Description of Operating Precautions

No. 1 4.2 V target supply voltage restriction
(Direction for use)
Details
Emulation cannot be performed if the target power supply voltage (VDD0, VDD1) is below 4.2 V.

No. 2 Emulation probe connection
(Direction for use)
Details
Drills are missing in the emulation probe socket to allow a connection with a socket using “YQ-
Guide” pins or the “SWEX-144SD” emulation probe adapter. Remove “YQ-Guide” pins before
connecting to emulation board socket or use “YQ-Socket” as height adapter between socket
using “YQ-Guide” pins and emulation board socket.

No. 3 Reading registers of CSI5 / CSI6
(Direction for use)
Details
Reading of I/O register values related to 3-wire serial I/O channel 5 & 6 can only be done with
CPU clock (fCPU) < 10 MHz.
Note: I/O registers can be written as usual even at fCPU > 10 MHz.

No. 4 Timer 6 clock selection
(Direction for use)
Details
Timer 0 overflow signal cannot be selected using timer clock selection register of timer 6.
If the timer clock selection of timer 6 is set to “TM0 overflow signal” (TCL60=0x07,
TCL61=0x01), the timer clock will set to fxx/256. The TM0 overflow signal cannot be selected.

No. 5 Port 00 I/O
(Direction for use)
Details
Port 00 cannot be used as an output port even if it is set as to output mode by the corresponding
Port mode register. Moreover, port 00 cannot read the correct input value even if set as an input
port while the NMI pin function is masked in the debugger. If port 00 is set as an input port and
the NMI function is not masked in the debugger, input values are read correctly.

No. 6 Access to external expansion area
(Direction for use)
Details
The external expansion area (including FCAN memory area) cannot be read or written.
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No. 7 FCAN: Message search
(Specification change notice)
Details
This behaviour applies to devices containing 2 FCAN (uPD70F3079Y, uPD703079Y)

When both FCAN channels are used simultaneously, the receive data may be stored in an
incorrect message buffer or destroyed (case a) or erroneous data may be inadvertently
transmitted (case b).

a) When both FCAN channels are being used simultaneously, the following behaviour will
occur if one FCAN module (e. g. FCAN 2) starts transmitting while the other FCAN module
is in the process of receiving i. e. performing the acceptance filtering immediately after the
EOF of the acknowledged frame.
This behaviour occurs in two different ways, depending on the setting of the last message
buffer (buffer 31):

(1) If the last message buffer (buffer 31) is set as a receive buffer:
The data received by FCAN 1 is stored in message buffer 31 instead of the message buffer
it was intended to be received in. Because data is not stored in the correct buffer or the
contents of message buffer 31 have been destroyed, a program malfunction may occur.

(2) If the last message buffer (buffer 31) is set as a transmit buffer:
The data received by FCAN 1 is not stored in any message buffer and is therefor lost. A total
network system malfunction may occur because the expected data is not received.

The behaviour described above occurs when both of the following conditions are met:

• Both FCAN channels are used simultaneously

• Mask 2 (M_CONFn.MT = 4) or mask 3 (M_CONFn.MT = 5) is set for the FCAN 1 message
buffer, or when FCAN 1 receives a message with an incorrect identifier, even if mask 2 or
mask 3 has not been set for the FCAN 1 message buffer.

b) When both FCAN channels are being used simultaneously, if one FCAN module (FCAN 1)
starts transmitting / receiving just before the other FCAN module (FCAN 2) starts
transmitting, the data in the final message buffer (buffer 31) may be transmitted instead of
the data that should be transmitted from FCAN 2. If the incorrect data is inadvertently
transmitted in this way, a total network system error may occur.

The behaviour described above occurs when both of the following conditions are met:

• Both FCAN channels are used simultaneously

• More than two transmit requests exist for FCAN 2
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No. 8 Addition to IIC bus function
(Specification change notice)
Details
Two additional registers of I2C macro offers enhanced I2C functions: IICFn
Address locations:
IICF0: FFFFF368H
IICF1: FFFFF36AH

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
IICFn STCFn IICBSYn 0 0 0 0 STCENn IICRSVn

(n = 0,1)
STCFn STTn clear flag

0 A start condition is generated
1 STTn flag is cleared.

IICRSVn Communication reservation ON/OFF Flag
0 Communication reservation ON mode
1 Communication reservation OFF mode

STCENn Initial start enable flag
0 After IIC operational enable (IICEn=1), the start

condition cannot be generated until stop condition is
detected.

1 After IIC operational enable (IICEn=1), the start
condition can be generated that stop condition is not
detected.

IICBSYn I2C bus condition flag
0 Bus is released
1 Bus is busy

No. 9 Addition to watch timer function
(Specification change notice)
Details
Register WTNHC (at address 0xFFFFF366) has been added. This change is related to IE-Bus
and therefore only applies to V850/SC2.

No. 10 Emulation of ROM correction
(Specification change notice)
Details
ROM correction cannot be emulated using IE-703089-MC-EM1
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No. 11 Emulation during OST after Reset
(Specification change notice)
Details
Emulation during the oscillation stabilization time (OST) after reset release cannot be performed.
Emulation during the oscillation stabilization time after STOP mode release is possible.

No. 12 Interrupts in IDLE / STOP mode
(Direction for use)
Details
The emulator may become deadlocked if the STOP or IDLE mode is set while the interrupt
request flag for an interrupt that is not masked is set.

1.) Clear the interrupt request flag of the unmasked interrupt before setting the device to STOP
or IDLE mode. If the device is inadvertently set to STOP or IDLE mode before the flag is
cleared, forcibly break the program execution in the debugger and reset the emulator.

2.) If applicable do not allow to set the device to STOP or IDLE mode while the interrupt request
flag for an unmasked interrupt is set.

No. 13 Hi-Z output of clockout pin
(Specification change notice)
Details
The CLKOUT signal of the emulator cannot be set to high impedance state. Even if the PSC
register is configured to set CLKOUT to Hi-Z output (DCLK1 = 0 and DCLK0 = 1), the same
operation as 'output enable' (DCLK1 = 0 and DCLK0 = 0) is performed.

No. 14 FCAN: Time Stamp
(Specification change notice)
Details
The time stamp functions issued at SOF is unavailable, means fetching timestamp at SOF for
RX frames and transmit timestamp in data field for TX frames is not possible.
Applying time stamps to received messages at the EOF is possible therefor fetching timestamp
at EOF for RX frames can be used.
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No. 15 FCAN Main Clock Select
(Direction for use)
Details
The FCAN macro features a CAN Main Clock Select register (CGCS). The usage of the bit field
"Memory Clock Prescaler" (MCP[3:0]) requires attention concerning a certain transition from one
value to another value.
When the bit field MCP[3:0] in CGCS register has been set to "0", any further write operation to
this bit field that changes the value again will result in a unexpected behavior of the FCAN
macro.
The FCAN macro will not operate anymore until an external reset is applied. This caution is
already given in the user’s manual. This description informs about further details.

Most, if not all applications, change the value of MCP only once after the start of the program.
As
after reset of the CPU the bit field MCP [3:0] is initialized to 5 these applications do not
encounter
any problems and existing program codes do not have to be changed.
Applications changing the MCP-value more than once during runtime of the program need to
avoid to change the MCP-value again after the MCP-value has been set to"0" or in general apply
only MCP-values not equal to "0". Otherwise a H/W reset needs to be issued in order to resume
communication on the FCAN macro.
Please consider two cases:
- MCP written once after RESET

 The application needs to avoid the critical transition from MCP = 0 to MCP = <any other
value>. The application has to write the target value once after reset and afterwards this
value is not changed again.

- MCP written more than once after RESET
Applications that need to change the MCP-value dynamically need to perform a H/W reset
when the MCP-value reads 0 and again another value (not equal 0) shall become effective.
In this case follow the first case MCP written once after RESET.

No. 16 Voltage supply
(Direction for use)
Details
Satisfy the following conditions when using the IE-703089-MC-EM1 with other than
VDD0 = VDD1 = ADCVDD = PORTVDD0 = PORTVDD1 = POERTVDD2:

1.) PORTVDD1<=PORTVDD2 when using FCAN controller.

2.) VDD0 = ADCVDD = 4.5 V to 5.5 V when using the A/D converter.

No. 17 I/O chip sockets
(Specification Change Notice)
Details
In Tool versions up to control code 'D' the board is equipped with device sockets for the I/O chip.
From control code 'E' onwards, there is no socket for the I/O chip.
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No. 18 External Bus Interface
(Direction for use)
Details
When the external bus interface is used, the values of data lines D0 to D4 may not be read
correctly.
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(C) Revision History

Item Date published Document No. Comments

1 16.01.2002 TPS-HE-B-2780 First release

2 17.01.2002 TPS-HE-B-2781 Added notes 5 to 16, new format

3 28.01.2002 TPS-HE-B-2782 Added control code 'E'; modified notes 8, 9; added
note 17

4 26.09.2002 TPS-HE-B-2783 Added operating precaution 18
Added new disclaimer


